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Abstract: In surgical procedures for femoral shaft fracture treatment, current techniques for
locking the distal end of intramedullary nails, using two screws, rely heavily on the use of
two-dimensional X-ray images to guide three-dimensional bone drilling processes. Therefore,
a large number of X-ray images are required, as the surgeon uses his/her skills and experience
to locate the distal hole axes on the intramedullary nail. The long-term effects of X-ray radiation
and their relation to different types of cancer still remain uncertain. Therefore, there is a need to
develop a surgical technique that can limit the use of X-rays during the distal locking procedure.
A robotic-assisted orthopaedic surgery system has been developed at Loughborough University
to assist orthopaedic surgeons by reducing the irradiation involved in such operations. The
system simplifies the current approach as it uses only two near-orthogonal X-ray images to
determine the drilling trajectory of the distal locking holes, thereby considerably reducing
irradiation to both the surgeon and patient. Furthermore, the system uses robust machine
vision features to reduce the surgeon’s interaction with the system, thus reducing the overall
operating time. Laboratory test results have shown that the proposed system is very robust in
the presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray images.

Keywords: robotic/computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery, intramedullary nailing, distal
locking

1 INTRODUCTION the surgeon to perform both the reduction and
stabilization procedures without the complications
of opening the fracture site, thereby reducingThe femur, or thigh bone, is the longest, largest,
further damage to the traumatized area. This resultsand strongest bone of the human body [1]. Femoral
in lower blood loss, lower infection risk, shortershaft fractures commonly occur as a result of road
hospitalization time, and reduced morbidity. Owingaccidents, falls, and gunshot wounds. In addition,
to these advantages, IMN has become the standardosteoporosis in elderly people dramatically increases
treatment for long bone fractures.the risk of femur fracture. Closed intramedullary

Although conventional IMN with only proximalnailing (IMN) has shown its efficacy in the treatment
locking may provide adequate stabilization of mid-of diaphyseal fractures of long bones, especially of
shaft fractures, the concept of distal locking wascomplex fractures of the femur. The concept behind
introduced in order to provide more effective fixation.IMN is to insert a nail (a stainless steel tube) into
Distal locking involves attaching the nail to the bonethe bone canal from the proximal end. This allows
fragment at the distal end of the femur by means of
screws, as shown in Fig. 1, to provide rotational and
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time of radiation exposure during femoral nailing
reduces to one-third when performed by a consultant
rather than a middle-grade surgeon. The free-hand
technique uses the so-called ‘perfect circle approach’
in which the position of the C-arm fluoroscopy unit
in relation to the stationary leg is adjusted using
X-ray imaging until the two distal holes appear as
near perfect circles rather than as ellipses. The
surgeon then uses additional X-ray images to adjust
the entry point and orientation of the drill bit to
align it with the corresponding distal hole axis.
Drilling proceeds incrementally, with each advance
verified with a new pair of near-orthogonal X-ray

Fig. 1 Femoral shaft fracture treatment using intra-
images, resulting in excessive irradiation to themedullary nailing
surgeon and patient. According to Mehlman and
DiPasquale [10] the total radiation exposure time for

1. The intramedullary nail may deform by several
femoral intramedullary nailing with proximal and

millimetres on its passage through the medullary
distal locking varies between 3.1 and 31.4 min, with

canal to conform to the bone canal shape [2].
distal locking alone occupying up to 30 to 50 per cent

Therefore, without compensation for nail defor-
of the total radiation exposure time. Therefore, there

mation, it is impossible to place the distal locking
is concern among orthopaedic surgeons about the

screws correctly using an external guide attached
high levels of exposure to radiation associated

to the proximal end of the nail, as is used for
with intraoperative C-arm fluoroscopy during the

proximal locking screws.
distal locking procedure [11], as there is evidence

2. The use of two-dimensional X-ray images to
that carcinogenic potential exists from low-dose,

guide three-dimensional bone drilling procedures
low-energy radiation [12].

means that a large number of X-ray images are
The risk of intraoperative radiation to orthopaedic

required. The surgeon has mentally to correlate
surgeons has recently been the impetus for many

the surgical tool and desired drilling trajectory
researchers to develop surgical techniques that would

without direct visual feedback. Hence, sets of
limit the need for fluoroscopy during distal locking

X-ray images must be frequently acquired to
of intramedullary nails. Nolte and co-workers [13, 14]

ascertain each new position of the surgical tool.
developed a computer-assisted free-hand navigation
system that uses intraoperative X-ray images as aThese difficulties make the insertion of the distal

locking screws the most demanding step of the basis for real-time navigation of surgical tools. It
separates image acquisition from the surgical pro-IMN operation [2]. In order to overcome these

difficulties, many devices have been developed to cedure, as it offers continuous intraoperative guidance
to surgeons by producing real-time positioning ofassist orthopaedic surgeons in performing distal

locking. Examples include proximally mounted the surgical tool overlaid on stored X-ray images.
The system consists of an optical tracking system,targeting devices [3], image intensifier mounted

devices [4], laser devices [5], stereo fluoroscopy [6], that is, an optically tracked calibration grid attached
to the image intensifier of the C-arm and opticallyand magnetic [7] and mechanical guides [8]. However,

all of these devices and techniques have deficiencies. tracked markers placed on both the implant and the
surgical tool. There are other commercially availableFor example, they lack versatility (i.e. are only

selectively applicable), are unstable and not easy to surgical navigation systems based on computer-
assisted fluoroscopy, such as SurgiGATE (Medivision,use, are time consuming, or are not sufficiently

accurate. Switzerland) and Fluoronav (Medtronic, USA). Phillips
and co-workers [15, 16] have developed a computer-Free-hand techniques are currently used by most

surgeons as the best available method for the distal assisted orthopaedic surgery system which also uses
optical tracking cameras and includes a lockablelocking procedure. However, surgeons rely heavily on

hand–eye coordination during the entire procedure, passive arm. The arm is used to align a drill guide
with the computed trajectory using a graphical display.and therefore both the duration and outcome of

the procedure are highly dependent upon the skill However, although these surgical assist systems reduce
the irradiation to the surgeon, they may result in aand the experience of the surgeon. Madan and

Blakeway [9] have demonstrated that the average longer overall procedure time in comparison with the
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free-hand technique [17]. Furthermore, these systems in this paper lies in the robustness of the machine
vision system and the off-line CAD modelling of therequire an unobstructed line of sight between the

optical tracking cameras and infrared LEDs mounted intramedullary nail. Look-up tables are obtained by
off-line CAD modelling of nails of different shapeson the image intensifier and the surgical tool (or drill

guide), resulting in a limitation of free movement by and dimensions, and all the steps involved during
image analysis have been fully automated to makethe surgical personnel.

The system developed at Loughborough University the vision system user independent and very efficient
in terms of time taken to determine the drillingby Bouazza-Marouf and co-workers [18–21] for

robotic-assisted internal fixation of hip fractures and trajectory.
Furthermore, the adopted machine vision system isdistal locking of intramedullary nails uses a calibration

frame, shown in Fig. 2, and a C-arm X-ray unit. The shown in section 3 to be very robust in the presence
of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray imagescalibration frame contains two lateral and two

anterior–posterior (AP) calibration plates, with each and in terms of variable magnification. Therefore,
the benefits of this approach are as follows.plate containing an array of embedded fiducial

markers (stainless steel balls). The drilling trajectory
1. The use of off-line modelling of the nail reducesis computed from two near-orthogonal intraoperative

the length of time of the surgical procedure.X-ray images taken with the calibration frame in
2. The method allows modelling of any shape ofposition around the body part of interest. The radio-

intramedullary nail accurately; therefore, nailspaque reference markers (inserted in the radiolucent
from different manufacturers can be modelled.plates of the calibration frame) which are visible on

3. User-independent image analysis.each X-ray view and image points of interest (e.g. as
4. Robustness of the machine vision system.shown in Fig. 3) are used to establish the drilling

trajectory with respect to the calibration frame It should be noted that there are two types of intra-
coordinate system. Speed, robustness, reliability, and medullary nail – slotted and solid. Slotted nails may
repeatability are of paramount importance when have large deformation owing to the relative low
introducing any new technology into the operating stiffness compared with solid nails. The latter nails
theatre. Therefore, the novelty of the work presented have virtually negligible local (at the distal holes)

deformation to affect the circularity of the holes. This
work relates to solid intramedullary nails.

2 LOUGHBOROUGH ORTHOPAEDIC ASSISTANT
SYSTEM: X-RAY IMAGE ANALYSIS

The Loughborough robotic-assisted orthopaedic
surgery system described in section 1 uses a cali-
bration frame for calibration and registration
purposes rather than relying on an optical tracking
system such as Optotrak. Two near-orthogonal lateral
and AP X-ray images of the distal end of the intra-

Fig. 2 Calibration frame medullary nail are taken with the calibration frame

Fig. 3 (a) Calibration frame and (b) typical lateral and AP X-ray images

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007 Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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Fig. 4 Flow diagram of X-ray image analysis

in position. The calibration frame and typical X-ray
images are shown in Fig. 3.

Simulation of the distal locking procedure was
performed using a specially designed test rig
incorporating a cylindrical nail of 14 mm diameter
containing two distal holes of 7 mm diameter spaced
30 mm apart to represent a typical intramedullary
nail. The nail can be rotated accurately by known
angles so that results obtained from image analysis
can then be verified. The experimental results are
given in section 3. For clarity, the remainder of this
section describes the machine vision system together
with the enhancements made in order to reduce
the length of time of the surgical procedure in
determining the drilling trajectory for IMN distal
locking. The image analysis protocol depicted by the Fig. 5 Fiducial recognition in a lateral X-ray image
flow diagram of Fig. 4 is followed once the lateral and
AP intraoperative X-ray images are acquired.

scanning has been undertaken for intraoperative
distortion correction of the X-ray images [19, 21].

2.1 Fiducial recognition
This approach allows data obtained directly from
actual intraoperative images to be used to performX-ray photogrammetry techniques work by intro-

ducing fiducials into radiographic images to recon- distortion correction. As a result, assumptions do not
have to be made with regard to magnetic influencestruct three-dimensional locations of known object

points. Therefore, firstly, automatic fiducial recognition in the operating room, the internal geometry of
the image intensifier tube, or the orientation of theis carried out to determine the image (pixel)

coordinates of all the visible fiducials, in both lateral C-arm unit.
and AP X-ray images. For fiducial recognition, this
study employs a localized thresholding approach by 2.3 Location of the X-ray source
dividing the whole image into small subregions in

X-rays can be considered to be a special case of
which each fiducial is processed individually. Any

central projection, in which all the rays pass through
error in fiducial recognition can induce errors in

a perspective centre, or focal point [19, 21]. This point
distortion correction and focal point determination.

is not identifiable as a physical feature of the X-ray
Therefore, any partially imaged fiducials on the edge

machine but lies at a virtual point behind the X-ray
of the X-ray image and fiducials touching the edges of

tube. Therefore, in order to convert two-dimensional
the nail (shown in Fig. 5) are automatically identified

image information into a three-dimensional position,
and are not considered in the subsequent analysis.

it is essential to determine the focal point in both
lateral and AP views. Once fiducial recognition has

2.2 Localized distortion correction
been performed, both the image (pixel) and world
(mm) coordinates of fiducials appearing within theX-ray images have inherent distortion, mainly owing

to the internal geometry of the image intensifier and field of view are known. Focal lines are then con-
structed to determine the location of the X-ray source.the influence of magnetic fields on the electron

acceleration within the X-ray tube. Therefore, localized Construction of the focal lines is accomplished by
selecting image points within the intraoperativedistortion correction based on fiducial neighbourhood

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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X-ray image and assigning their corresponding world line of the nail. Once these points are known in the
image plane, the triangulation technique describedcoordinates to a point on each of the two calibration

plates in the relevant view. For this purpose, centres in reference [21] is used to find their corresponding
world coordinates on the calibration plate. Bothof some of the detected fiducials on the XRII cali-

bration plate (i.e. the calibration plate nearest to these points in conjunction with the lateral view focal
point define a plane. A similar approach is carriedthe X-ray image intensifier) are selected as image

points, as their world coordinates are already known, out for the AP view. Once these planes are defined
in the lateral and AP views, their intersection definesthereby avoiding any calculation error. For each of

these image points a corresponding point on the the nail axis in space [16, 20], as shown in Fig. 7.
adjacent source calibration plate (i.e. the calibration
plate nearest to the X-ray source) is obtained, as

2.5 Determination of the drilling axis for distal
described in reference [21]. The intersection of each

holes
pair of focal lines is obtained and, for pairs that do
not intersect owing to the nature of X-ray imaging The features that are used to determine the drilling

trajectory are the angle l (shown in Fig. 8) betweensystems, the point of closest approach is determined
as the intersection. The centre of gravity of the the major axis of the oval and the nail axis, the target

point (which is the intersection of the distal hole axisvolume of this set of intersection points is then used
as the focal point, i.e. the estimated location of the and the nail axis), and the angle w (shown in Fig. 10)

between the X-ray imaging axis and the nail axis.X-ray source.
These features are described below.

The angle of the major axis of the oval-shaped2.4 Location of the nail axis
distal hole projection changes significantly with

In order to determine the nail axis in space, auto-
respect to the nail axis when the nail is rotated about

matic nail border detection is carried out in both
its own axis. Therefore, the region containing the

lateral and AP views. The borderlines of the nail can
distal hole projection is automatically selected from

be obtained by analysing the two major transitions
the lateral view X-ray image, and image segmentation

in grey level values within a profile drawn across the
is performed to determine the major axis of the oval.

nail. However, measuring the nail edges only once
The angle l between the major axis of the oval and

can lead to potential errors, such as the presence of
the nail axis is then determined as a characteristic

a fiducial within the selected profile. Therefore, for
measurement.

nail edge detection, multiple parallel line profiles on
On occasions, however, the image of the hole will

both sides of the distal hole projection are generated,
contain a fiducial at the edge or entirely within the

as shown in Fig. 6.
oval. Therefore, once the region containing the distal

By assuming that the nail axis coincides with the
locking hole is selected, a check is made in the

centre of the nail borderlines, the two boundary
surroundings of the oval to determine the presence

edges for the nail are bisected to determine the nail
of any fiducial. In the case of a fiducial lying com-

axis in both the lateral and AP views. In the lateral
pletely within the oval, it is relatively easy to convert

view it is possible to find two points on the centre-
that fiducial into part of the oval. However, in the
case of a fiducial lying on the edge of the oval, e.g.
as shown in Fig. 9, an algorithm has been developed
to remove the fiducial region within the oval.

The desired drilling trajectory must pass through
the centre of the distal hole, i.e. the target point,
which is the intersection of the nail axis with the
distal hole axis. This point is found by intersecting
the nail axis with the line of sight that passes through
the centre of the distal hole. In order to construct
this line of sight, the image (pixel) coordinates of the
centre of the oval-shaped distal hole projection are
determined using the lateral X-ray image. Then,
application of the triangulation technique to this
measured pixel location allows the corresponding
calibration plate intersection point, P

Source
, to be

Fig. 6 Nail edge detection in lateral view calculated. Therefore, a line of sight is defined using

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007 Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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Fig. 7 Recovery of the nail axis in space

Fig. 8 Angle between the major axis of the oval and the nail axis: (a) concept; (b) implementation
using image analysis

target point O and lateral focal point), as shown in
Fig. 10, yields the orientation of the nail with respect
to the X-ray imaging axis.

With the adopted technique, in addition to the
angles l and w and the coordinates of the centre of
the distal hole (target point), it is also necessary to
determine the rotation of the nail, h, about its long
axis with respect to the line of sight, as shown in
Fig. 11. For this purpose, three-dimensional modelling
of the nail is done using the manufacturer’s data, and
then, using this model, simulation for a range of
values of h and w is performed. For each unique
rotation of the nail, the oval-shaped projection of
the distal locking hole is automatically analysed to
determine the angle between the major axis of the

Fig. 9 Major axis determination of the oval when a
oval and the nail axis, i.e. l. This value of l, obtainedfiducial lies at the edge of the oval
from the modelling of the nail, together with the
corresponding values of h and w, is then imported

the known focal point of the lateral view in con- into Matlab to build a look-up table. The angles l
junction with P

Source
which passes through the target and w obtained from the image analysis are then

point O. The angle w between the nail axis and line entered as input into the look-up-table software to
obtain the rotation angle h. The drilling trajectory isof sight (defined by the line passing through the

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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Fig. 10 Determination of the centre of the distal hole and w

rotations, h, of the nail about its own axis, with
the nail at different orientations, w, with respect
to the X-ray imaging axis. In order to define the
true trajectory of the distal locking hole, a test-
piece comprising a solid cylinder of 7+0.00

−0.01
mm

diameter with an integral concentric disc of
50 mm diameter at one end was fitted in the hole.
On the surface of this disc, five points, including
the centre, were measured with respect to the
theodolite frame of reference to determine the
central axis THv of the testpiece and thus the distal
hole axis with respect to the theodolite frame of
reference.

Fig. 11 Rotation of the nail about its long axis
3. The central axis of the distal locking hole with

respect to the calibration frame, obtained as
then defined using the derived position of the centre

CFv=CFTHTΩTHv=THCFT−1ΩTHvof the distal hole (target point) and the angles h
and w.

was then compared with the computed drilling
trajectory described in section 2.

3 ACCURACY EVALUATION OF THE MACHINE
Additionally, the position of the lateral X-ray source

VISION SYSTEM
was varied, as discussed in section 3.1, to evaluate
the influence of X-ray magnification on the accuracy

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the computer
of the vision system.

vision system, the drilling trajectory, as computed
The results from the laboratory trials are sum-

with respect to the calibration frame, was compared
marized in Fig. 12. The corresponding numbers

with the true drilling trajectory obtained using
in Figs 12(a) and (b) represent the entry and exit

theodolite measurements. The following procedure
points respectively for the nine drilling trajectories.

was adopted.
Analysis has shown that a mean positional error
of 0.81 mm (the worst case being 1.18 mm, as1. Several points on the surface of the lateral

XRII calibration plate were measured using two depicted by trajectory 5) and a mean angular error
of 1.01° (the worst case being 1.25°, as depicted bytheodolites to define the calibration frame coordi-

nate system with respect to the theodolite frame trajectory 2) were obtained. These values are con-
sidered acceptable for inserting a guide wire ofof reference, i.e. to obtain the homogeneous trans-

form CF
TH

T, where CF and TH refer to calibration 2.5 mm diameter into the distal locking hole of 7 mm
diameter (or a 5 mm diameter distal locking hole)frame and theodolite respectively.

2. A cylindrical nail of 14 mm diameter containing and the subsequent screw insertion.
In light of previous research by Phillips andtwo distal holes of 7 mm was attached to a test rig.

To cover a wide range of possible nail orientations co-workers [15, 16], and in consultation with ortho-
paedic surgeons, successful drilling of the pilotlikely to be encountered during the surgical pro-

cedure, this test rig was used to simulate different hole (for the locking screw) using a guide wire will

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007 Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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In X-ray imaging, object points nearer to the X-ray
source experience higher magnification than object
points nearer to the image plane. Therefore, during
laboratory trials, in order to determine the robustness
of the image analysis in predicting nail rotation
about its long axis at different magnifications, three
different positions of the X-ray source with respect
to the calibration frame were used for each set of
rotations of (Q and h) of the nail. During the trials,
the three values of D (shown in Fig. 13) used were
345, 395, and 445 mm, i.e. a difference of 50 mm
between the positions. The latter distance represents
a standard position of the X-ray source for the lateral
image.

Analysis showed that, for different values of D, the
maximum deviation in predicting the rotation of
the nail about its long axis is found to be 0.08°. This
shows the robustness of the image segmentation
techniques used and is an indication of its suitability
for clinical application.

3.2 Influence of contrast and noise variations on
image analysis

During this study, special attention has been given
to the effect of variable contrast and noise in the
X-ray images on the image analysis. To measure
accurately the performance of the vision system, the
combined effects of noise and contrast must be

Fig. 12 Results from accuracy evaluation of the com- evaluated. Since the contrast of an X-ray image is
puter vision system controlled by a combination of X-ray tube voltage and

current, different combinations of voltage and current
were used during laboratory trials to achieve a wideresult in the successful locking of distal holes of an
range of contrast in the images. Noise can prove tointramedullary nail. Therefore, based on the results
be a major limiting factor in image segmentation, asobtained from the laboratory trials presented in this
image quality degrades very quickly when noisepaper, the proposed system provides the accuracy

required for a successful insertion of distal locking
screws.

To evaluate the robustness of the system, the
effects of the position of the C-arm X-ray unit with
respect to the calibration frame and of contrast
and noise variations in the X-ray images have been
studied, as discussed below.

3.1 Effect of X-ray source position on the lateral
view image

In the adopted procedure, the C-arm image intensifier
is positioned as close as possible to the calibration
frame plates in the AP view, but in the lateral view
the position of the image intensifier (and thus the
position of the X-ray source) can vary. Therefore, the
effect of positioning of the X-ray source has been Fig. 13 Positioning of X-ray source relative to cali-

bration frameevaluated.

JEIM166 © IMechE 2007Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part H: J. Engineering in Medicine
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increases. Simulated Gaussian noise was added at presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray
images and in terms of variable magnification, thusvarious levels between 5 and 15 per cent to each of
making it suitable for clinical use.the variable contrast images using a proprietary

The LOAS differs from existing computer-assistedimage processing package. Subsequent tests showed
orthopaedic surgery systems, as it eliminates the needthat good repeatability (less then 0.1° difference in
for optical tracking equipment which tends to cluttermeasurement of the distal hole axis direction) could
the operating theatre environment and requires carebe obtained for up to 15 per cent of gaussian noise
in maintaining the line of sight. Additionally, use ofacross a wide range of contrast.
optical tracking equipment makes such systems an
expensive method for surgical guidance in distal
locking of intramedullary nails. In contrast, the LOAS
can be implemented by adopting the simplified4 DISCUSSION
approach of using a standard C-arm in conjunction
with the calibration frame (shown in Fig. 2). Therefore,Current free-hand techniques employed for distal
the LOAS is more cost effective and more suitable forlocking of intramedullary nails use a large number of
clinical applications.X-ray images during each step, resulting in excessive

During laboratory trials of the LOAS, a meanirradiation to both the surgeon and patient. Also, the
positional error of 0.81 mm and a mean angularoutcome of the procedure is largely dependent upon
error of 1.01° were obtained in planning the drillingthe surgeon’s skills and experience, resulting in vari-
trajectory for the insertion of distal locking screwsable operating time and, occasionally, misplacement
for different orientations of the nail, whereas Phillipsof screws. To reduce surgery time and the surgeon’s
et al. [16] at Hull University have reported a mean

cumulative radiation exposure, and to improve the
positional error and a mean angular error within

accuracy and repeatability of the distal locking
0.3 mm and 0.2° respectively. Although the accuracy

procedure, an automated X-ray-based vision system
achieved by the Hull system is better when compared

has been developed at Loughborough University.
with the LOAS results, the image analysis protocol

This system minimizes the changes to current surgical
and system set-up are user dependent. The system

procedures and takes into account the physical requires the surgeon (or user) manually to select
constraints of the operating theatre, adopting a novel some features on the intraoperative lateral and AP
approach based on the use of a calibration frame in images, and most importantly it requires optical
conjunction with off-line modelling of the nail. tracking equipment which results in a more involved

A potential problem with the Loughborough and time-consuming set-up. The reduced accuracy
orthopaedic assistant system (LOAS) is the appearance of the LOAS, which is acceptable for distal locking
of one or more of the opaque markers (embedded of intramedullary nails, is a result of a simplified
in the calibration frame plates) within or on the (practical) system that involves the use of a C-shaped
edge of the oval-shaped distal hole projection. An calibration frame (shown in Fig. 2) instead of a
automatic technique has been implemented that frame that fits around the leg. That is, the increased
removes the effect of such markers in computing the errors are mainly due to the adopted extrapolation
area of the oval and the angle between the major axis technique instead of the preferred, but practically
of the oval and the nail axis, both of these measure- difficult to implement, interpolation technique.
ments being necessary for derivation of the drilling Nowadays there is a trend towards applying
trajectory. This technique eliminates the need for computer-assisted free-hand navigation systems for
repositioning the calibration frame or using a smaller different surgical procedures, including distal locking
number of opaque markers. Also, the adopted off-line of intramedullary nails. These systems are based
modelling of the nail to generate look-up tables on the optical tracking of the C-arm, implant, and
reduces the length of time for the computation of surgical tools. However, they do not take into account
the drilling trajectory and thus has the potential to the bending of the nail during insertion and therefore
reduce the overall time required for the surgical rely on the realignment of the C-arm to obtain
procedure. Furthermore, the vision system is user perfect circles of the distal hole during the surgical
independent as all the steps involved during image procedure, which is time consuming and requires
analysis are fully automated. A graphical user inter- a precalibration of the C-arm. Unlike the surgical
face (GUI) has been developed that assists and navigation systems, the LOAS does not require the
updates the user throughout the procedure. It has intraoperatively acquired lateral view image to show

perfect circles, and does not need precalibration ofalso been shown that the LOAS is very robust in the
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point representing the centre of the h rotation of the nail about its own
axisoval

CF
TH

T homogeneous transformation l angle between the major axis of the
matrix describing the theodolite oval and the nail axis
frame of reference relative to the w angle between the nail axis and the
calibration frame coordinate system X-ray imaging axis
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